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Abstract--- Software Defined Networks (SDNs) is a emerging networking paradigm that has gained a allocation 

of consideration in recent years especially in applying data center networks and in providing efficient security 

solutions. The approval of SDN and its smart safety structures gives that it can be used in the context of smart grid 

systems to address many of the liabilities and security problems facing such critical infrastructure systems. The 

impact of different cyber-attacks that can target smart grid communication network which is implemented as a 

software defined networks on the process of the smart grid systems. We perform different attack situations including 

DDoS occurrences, location high jacking and link overloading in contradiction of SDN networks of dissimilar 

controller types that include POX, Floodlight and RYU. Our experiments were carried out using the mini net 

simulator. The experiments show that SDN-empowered smart grid systems are exposed to different types of 

occurrences. 

Keywords--- Smartgrid, SDN, DDoS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Electric power systems are among the most important systems in our life that enable transformation of electricity 

flow from transformer to buyer. However, the growing require resulted from the rising people cannot be satisfied by 

the conservative electric structure that has no data replace for management or monitoring. Therefore, it was essential 

to enhance the infrastructure, integrating information and communication technology and improving the system 

security [1]. In order to reach this goal, the design of smart grid has raised. Smart Grids is an improved electric grid 

with communication network on top of it, which permit the two-way communication between suppliers and clients 

and given that more control over the grid. It ensures the consistency and maintainability of the manufacture and 

supply of power through analyzing the gathered information that reveal the dynamics of consumer-producer 

behavior. 

The ultimate goal of Smart Grid is to develop power resources efficiently and cheaply based on information 

gathered and information together. Normally a smart grid system is self-possessed factories of control center, smart 

houses, and reusable energy power plants nuclear power plants and cites. The major components in smart grid are 

communication network, control center, and power grid. In this paper work the aim of investigating the 

implementation of software defined networks as a announcement network restore the heritage network and its blow 

on smart grid securities. Now a day’s network must extent to provide accommodation improved workloads with 
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better alertness, and maintaining costs at least. To meet this vital need, software defined 

SDN delivers an exposed and programmable approach to networking over an exposed Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) for rule based organization and safety. Fundamentally, providing a way to automate what has 

conventionally been complicated physical configuration. Also, this newfangled expertise is helping with many 

developing difficulties in networks today, such as traffic importance that cannot be preserved statically as before [4], 

sometimes video traffic is further imperative than vocal sound traffic and sometimes it is the additional method 

everywhere. However, in modern networks we cannot energetically configure traffic importance. That is when SDN 

comes in to act, we can energetically model and figure traffic in dynamic time depend on our present requests. 

SDN’s worldwide opinion of the net link provides another property through the concept of ideas; this opinion fleeces 

away the distribution of the network letting the programmer to agree the essential progressing actions without caring 

about vendor- specific hardware and agreeing goals of general network without having details of how the physical 

net link will applied to them. 

In this paper, we focus on safety problems of SDN-empowered smart grid systems. clearly implementing smart 

grid’s communication network as a software defined network would transport numerous compensations in terms of 

safety and organization. However, it is main part to take into consideration the issues to SDN networks in common 

and their influence on smart grid systems. Therefore, we clarify the flexibility of POX [5], Floodlight [6] and RYU 

[7]SDN controllers to the following types of attacks: DoS in contradiction of the controller, path congestion DoS, 

host location hijacking, and ARP poisoning.The rest of this paper is prepared as follows: Section II discusses related 

work. Section III discusses SDN-Enabed smart grid systems and their security issues. Performance evaluation is 

obtainable in Section IV. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section V.. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Smart Grid and SDN has been a hot research topic during the past few years. Smart grids depends on the use of 

communication information technology which makes it different than conventional power grids. This leads the 

power grid to communication networks security vulnerabilities [8]. Smart grid needs to live up to a certain level of 

security requirements concerning availability, confidentiality and integrity, a survey paper points to these challenges 

[9], [10]. Different cyber-attacks can affect the power-grid security requirements. According to [11] two main 

attacks are Denial of service attack and Man-In-The- Middle attack. The calculations of the data delay and packet 

loss for wide-area monitoring and control system is based on the work presented in [12]. 

Open Networking Foundation (ONF) and International Telecommunication Union (ITU) are responsible of SDN 

standardizations [13]. Traditional networks rely on securing hosts using firewalls, IDSs and NAT, which are all 

placed at the edge of the network due to the lake of network routing control. On the other hand, SDN has more 

control over the data flow which means it can place security middle boxes at any part of the network [2], [3]. Open 

flow proposed to allow researchers to test new protocols regardless of the switch vendors [14]. This does not protect 

SDN from security threats instead, it promises future development of countermeasures. SDN can be vulnerable to 

traditional security threats [15], [16]. Yet traditional counter measures need to adapt to SDN before they can be 

used. Also new attacks targeting SDN vulnerabilities are being developed such as: (i) Link fabrication attack and (ii) 
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Host location hijacking [17]. These attacks target the network discovery capabilities of SDN exploiting the lake of 

authentication in announcing topology changes. 

Several papers (e.g [16], [18]) points to the possibility of designing applications to protect against various attacks 

such as: Host- and switch-based attacks, this can be in the form of forging control packets, DoS on different 

services, network DoS and traffic hijacking or rerouting. Network topology: compromised hosts can spoof messages 

that tamper with the topology. Data Plain forwarding: Malicious hosts performing DoS or spreading malware. 

SPHINX [16] which collects topological and forwarding metadata from OpenFlow control messages to build an 

incremental flow graph in real-time and uses this information to detect security attacks on topology and data plane. 

TopoGuard is used to protect SDN against Host Location Hijacking and Link Fabrication attack. These two papers 

points to the possibility of building scripts to prevent from the previous mentioned attacks [19]. In [20] the 

researchers suggest using SDN as the communication network over which the smart grid traffic flows to benefit from 

all the new promising advantages of having a programmable environment. 

Smart grid and SDN testbeds have been developed at various universities and national labs to investigate the 

security of smart grid systems. Testbed components can be categorized into communication, control and power 

system elements. These elements were represented entirely using software [17] or using software-hardware 

integration [14], [22]. In some cases, legacy networks were used to represent the communication network and 

simulators like DeterLab [14], ISEAGE [22]. On the other hand, other research papers suggested SDN instead to 

test the benefits of its new features when integrated with smart grid. Mininet is the most used SDN emulator in 

research [23]. Smart grid traffic can be represented using real physical devices traffic behaviors. In this paper, we 

focus mainly on Phasor Data concentrator PDC and Phasor Measurement Unit PMU communication. 

III. SDN ENABLED SMARTGRID 
The idea of implementing smart grid communication net- work based on SDN technology was first proposed in 

[20]. Subsequently, several research efforts have been made in the same direction (e.g. [21]). The motive is to take 

advantage of SDN technology in providing dynamic network configurations, quality of service, real-time 

optimization, malicious attacks and accidental failures rapid response. The most important aspect of SDN is the 

separation of control plane and data plane, the switches are simple forwarding devices that can be dynamically 

configured by a central controller which has a global view of the whole network. It is envisioned that using SDN 

technology in the context of smart grid power systems would provide the ability to reset the switches or re- establish 

the grid control application routing when detecting compromised switches. Besides SDN provides fast network 

recovery in the presence of attacks. Also, SDN can facilitate and improve the networking of many intelligent electric 

de- vices by load balancing, shortest path forward, traffic shaping, and multiple grid applications with different 

quality of service requirements. 

SDN-enabled smart grid approach will benefit from the programmability feature of SDN. It simply uses 

applications written in some high level programming language and run it over the SDN controller. Thus, helping the 

controller send commands to the network forwarding devices dynamically, to achieve the lowest delay possible 

according to the smart grid traffic needs. As well as reacting to possible attacks such as malicious rerouting and 
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denial-of-service attacks. Mainly, a simplified architecture of an SDN enabled grid has three major components: a 

control center, a communication network, and a power grid. 

Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) is one of the most important measuring devices in power systems. It provides 

synchronized measurements of voltages and currents in Electrical grid. This ability achieved by real-time voltage 

sampling [24]. PMU measurements are sent by rate 20-60 time/sec. Those measurements are sent to the Phasor Data 

concentrator (PDC) that is used to aggregate and align the data from various PMUs. IEEE defines four message parts 

for PMUs output: data, configuration, header and command. Data will be carrying the measurements. The length of 

data used is in range of 50-100 bytes. In this paper, we study the effect of attacks targeting the smart grid 

communication network on the latency of PMU-PDC communication because of its time sensitivity as highlighted in 

[25]. 

A. Security of SDN-Enabled Smart Grid Systems 

A comprehensive analysis of the security issues of smart grid systems was presented in [9], where threats to 

confidentiality, integrity and availability of smart grid information and infrastructure were explained in detail. In this 

paper, we focus mainly on three attack types that affect data availability and message delay requirements in smart 

grid communication systems. These attacks are: 

• Denial of Service: DoS attacks are crucial security threats to communication network. If DoS attack 

successfully launched, it may cause losing connectivity between stations and the electric grid. That may issue 

catastrophic results such as, losing real time synchronization that will lead to power delivery delay with data 

misreading or total loss. 

• ARP Poisoning: SDN is vulnerable to ARP poisoning even more than legacy networks, due to the lake of 

barriers between LANs. Legacy networks are divided into LANs and VLANs, where routers and layer three 

switches act as a barrier between broadcast domains. In consequence, end-to-end transmission depends on MAC 

address only inside a LAN limiting the number of hosts vulnerable to ARP cache poisoning. In comparison, SDN 

does not change MAC address during transmission resulting a greater domain for ARP cache poisoning making it a 

serious concern. ARP poisoning can be used to perform many attacks such as man-in the-middle attack and DoS. It 

affects Confidentiality, integrity and availability depending on the level of security used on the transferred data. 

• Host Location Hijacking: This attack exploits the lake of security in the Host Tracking service provided by 

the controller. Host tracking service is keeping track of the hosts on the network by maintaining a host profile for 

each host. The host profile includes: (i) MAC address, 

(ii) IP address and (iii) Location information. Some controllers keep more information such as VLAN ID. The 

lack of authentication in the location update mechanism used by OpenFlow controller makes it vulnerable to host 

location hijacking attack. The Attacker exploits this vulnerability by pretending to be another host and fooling the 

controller to think that host has changed its location. To do this, the attacker needs to know the target IP address and 

MAC address which is trivial if a target is already chosen. On the other hand, MAC address can be probed using 

ARP especially that SDN does not change MAC during packet transmission. 
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The security of SDN-enabled smart grid is evaluated through extensive simulation experiments using Mininet 

simulator. In order to simulate the different components in smart grid system and get closer to the real environment 

as much as possible, the suggested environment consists of three major parts: (i) Communication network 

implemented. 

 

Fig. 1: Network topology 

as SDN network (ii) Smart grid traffic and (iii) Background traffic, assuming this network is dedicated for smart 

grid communication. Smart grid traffic was generated using traffic generation tools that inject packets into the 

network carrying specified characteristics. The network designed to emulate real life Smart Grid System considering 

network topology based on studies of the power grid in some countries [26]. The topology was built using python 

implemented over Mininet as shown in Figure 1. The topology has ten switches, connected as a partial mesh. 

Substations are distributed over nine switches through the network, sending data to their master station that is 

located on switch one. Data is represented by three types of services: CCTV, RTU and PMU application. Each 

communication link is assumed as full duplex UTP copper with a bandwidth of 1 Gbps, and an assumption of 100 

km distance between each two switches resulting in a propagation delay of about 0.5 ms. In general, a smart grid 

system has different applications that are classified base on: tasks, QoS and traffic rate. PMU and PDC were the 

applications chosen for our testbed, due to their critical delay requirements. The packet size and data rate of the 

PMU were specified as, 60 Bytes and 30 packets sec respectively over UDP/IP [12]. Background traffic was 

modeled by Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) and Remote Terminal Units (RTU). CCTV traffic is video streaming 

application assumed to have QCIF resolution represented by 93 packets/sec each of size 1000 bytes. RTU traffic is 

represented by 500 Byte packet size with 2 packets/sec rate. Different attacks were performed targeting Availability, 

Integrity and Confidentiality. 

These attacks will have an impact on Smart Grid performance that may cause critical delay. 

A. Denial of Service Attacks 

The main objective of a DoS attack in SDN-enabled smart grid system is to achieve complete disruption of the 

communication network or to cause significant packet delay resulting in major problems in the power system 
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components that rely on timely sensitive control messages. Denial of service attacks in SDN networks can take 

several forms. In our experiments, we performed path congestion attack in order to create a congestion in certain 

links between the set of PMUs and the PDC. Also, we performed denial of service attack 

  

Fig. 2: POX based SDN. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average delay for the packets sent from 

the PMUs to the PDC in the absence of an attack, in the case of path congestion attack, and in the case of DoS attack 

against the controller 

against the controller in order to disrupt the operation of the SDN network. These attacks were applied on three 

different controllers; Pox, Floodlight, and RYU. For path congestion attacks, we performed two attack scenarios. In 

Scenario 1, the attack is launched from 5 compromised machines that is attached to switches directly connected to 

Switch1. In Scenario 2, the attack was launched from 3 compromised machines. For DoS attack against the 

controller, the attack is conducted by sending huge number of messages that will cause the switch to generate 

PACKETIN packets. The code was implemented using SCAPY by generating spoofed source IPs in result when the 

packet reaches a switch the switch thinks it is a new host added into the network and sends this information to the 

controller through PACKETIN message. These PACKETINs will consume the controller resources and processing 

power. 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average delay for the packets sent from 

the PMUs to the PDC in the absence of an attack, in the case of path congestion attack, and in the case of DoS attack 

against the controller. Results for POX controller based SDN are shown in Figure 2. Normal delay was about 2.6 ms 

on average. In attack scenario 1 and in case of DDoS controller attack, the PMU-PDC has suffered from huge delay 

increase. The reason is that the POX controller does not support multi-pathing and cache the flows on the OpenFlow 

enabled switch. High traffic will cause high PACKETIN due the short time out. This attack was performed with 

different rate as shown in scenario2 and scenario 3. Applying DDos on the controller attack with 24 Mbps rate from 

2 compromised hosts was able to cause the POX to crash. All DoS attacks caused more than 10 ms delay, which is 

unacceptable for PMU-PDC communication. 

Results for Floodlight controller based SDN are shown in Figure 3. Normal delay had average of 2.9 ms. After 

performing scenario 1, PMU-PDC delay had an acceptable delay rate with an average of 7.5 ms. That is because of 
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Flood- light multipathing and the permanent flow table entries.  

 

Fig. 3: Floodlight based SDN. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average delay for the packets sent 

from the PMUs to the PDC in the absence of an attack, in the case of path congestion attack, and in the case of DoS 

attack against the controller 

 

Fig. 4: RYU based SDN. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average delay for the packets sent from 

the PMUs to the PDC in the absence of an attack, in the case of path congestion attack, and in the case of DoS attack 

against the controller DoS. 

Controller attack had average of. Results for RYU controller based SDN are shown in Figure 4. 

B. Host Location Hijacking 

Host location Hijacking attack is completely circumstantial. Each of the controllers behaved differently towards 

this attack depending on a few factors such as: (i) the activeness of the target and (ii) The flow table entry idle time 

out. Assuming that the attackers is attached to a network where the connections are already established, the flow 

entries are added to each switch appropriately. In this attack, the attacker will try to hijack the location of the PDC 

and try to redirect flow with the different PMUs. The attack on POX was the most successful. The attacker injected 

packets into the network carrying the identifiers of the legitimate server, after waiting for a while for the old flow 

entries to expire, the new flow entries will lead the legitimate flow to the attacker. 
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The default idle time out for most flow table entries added by the controller to the switches across the network is 

infinity, making this attack harder to perform over Floodlight. As we suggested earlier the attacker is attached to a 

network that is already active and the connections between different parts are established. This means that the 

switches already have flow entries leading to the PDC. When the attacker starts injecting packets the host profile 

changes but the flow entries do not in consequence, the flows existing before the attack will not change. 

Nevertheless, new hosts will be tricked to be forwarded towards the attacker. 

C. ARP Poisoning 

Generally, SDN networks are vulnerable to ARP poisoning. Using simple tools like arpspoof or Ettercap, 

attacker can poi- son the target’s ARP cache. If the attacker is located between a master station and a substation, it 

can be a silent MIM. Since SCADA protocols do not use encryption, confidential information will be easily captured 

by the attacker. Integrity is another concern, because of the ability to change packet contents as they pass through. 

The attacker can also perform many levels of DoS attack such as: capturing the packets and preventing them from 

reaching their destination resulting a complete DoS or delaying time critical packets enough to cause problem. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this project, Smart Grid SDN integration Resilience in contradiction of attacks, using a key advantage of 

SDN, which is the ability to vigorously configure the network to prevent fault and attacks which isolate them if 

possible. We studied the effect of Host Location Hijacking, ARP cache poisoning and two types of Denial of Service 

DoS on our network. The results obtained indicate the liability of all three used controllers to the before mentioned 

attacks. However, different performances were observed on each controller. In path jamming attack, FloodLight 

controller shows the best results. FloodLight and RYU showed better resilience against Host Location Hijacking 

attack than POX. On the other hand, all controllers showed low resilience against controller DoS and ARP 

poisoning, with significant differences. 

In the presence of DDoS attack, we quantitatively exhibited that by usually all controllers tested are exposed. 

Our next step involves using the data from our simulations to build cyber security solution for justifying and 

avoiding the DoS attack.  
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